Professional Services

Consulting Solutions for the
Aerospace Industry

Professional Services

A Broad Array of Solutions

Boeing Professional Services offers consulting solutions across a
broad array of disciplines and services for the aerospace industry.
Backed by Boeing’s extensive aviation experience, Professional
Services is able to provide valuable insight not only to Boeing
customers but also to any organization that operates, leases,
maintains or services airplanes of any type.
With proprietary methodologies and unparalleled access to global
fleet data, Professional Services delivers tangible results that increase
the reliability, performance and efficiency of a customer’s operations.
We make it easier for customers facing complex issues in a highly
competitive, global marketplace to benefit from Boeing’s deep
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) subject matter expertise.
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Delivering results
■■

Our approach:
Rigorous data analysis uncovers
opportunities for improvement,
starting with root causes

●●

●●

●●

Interactive workshops and
proprietary decision support tools
enable problem-solving within
complex, interdependent business
environments (immediate design
improvements possible through our
analytical workshops)
Phased engagement process
minimizes disruption while optimizing
operations

■■

Client outcomes:
Improved operations, improved
reliability

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Optimized business functions
within individual units or across
the enterprise
Efficiency, process improvement and
change implementation
Clear strategic direction and
practical action plans
Enhanced capability to implement
plans for growth

Service Offerings
Airline Operations. Fuel conservation, System Operations Control, gate operations
and delay analysis
Airport Planning and Operations. Airspace, station operations, ramp/taxi
operations and process improvement
Supply Chain Management. Inventory control, rotable scheduling and minimum
equipment list (MEL) continuity planning
Maintenance and Engineering. Program optimization, lean operations and
regulatory certification support
IT Systems and Cyber Security. Integrated systems, digital fleet management and
network security
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The Boeing Professional Services Edge
■■

■■

■■

Proprietary tools and
methodologies – tailored to address
clients’ unique business challenges,
build a competitive advantage and
improve operational effectiveness

■■

■■

Comprehensive, fleetwide data and
insight – accumulated over more than
40 years supporting 75 percent of the
world’s airline fleet
Expertise – spanning all aerospace
disciplines, informed by Boeing’s
industry-leading research, design and
technology development

■■

Global perspective, local
presence – supporting customers in
150 countries
Experience – supplied by our team
of airline veterans, former airport and
aviation supply leaders, engineers,
management and aviation consultants,
air traffic management authorities and
experienced pilots
Trust – earned through our
collaborative approach, our Boeing
heritage and our commitment to
helping clients succeed
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The Boeing Edge
Integrated Services
■■

GoldCare

■■

Digital Airline

■■

Performance-Based Navigation

■■

Lease Transition Services

■■

Mobile Solutions

■■

Professional Services

■■

Fuel-Efficiency Solutions

■■

AOG Solutions

■■

Airline Performance Management

Boeing Commercial Airplanes

Marketing
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, WA 98124-2207
Contact us at
Professional.Services@boeing.com
1-425-237-4400
www.boeing.com
www.newairplane.com
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